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THE ROOMY AND VERSATILE FIELDLINE MONTANA 2-IN-1™ PACK KEEPS  
HUNTERS ORGANIZED AND READY FOR ALL-DAY ACTION IN THE FIELD 

Whether you’re scouting elk under the Big Sky in Montana or preparing to take down a trophy deer in Wisconsin,  

you’ll need a reliable pack that is both comfortable and functional to organize and carry all of your vital gear.   

The Fieldline Montana 2-in-1™ pack fits the bill, and more — combining a roomy daypack and a detachable waist  
pack into one versatile backpack solution that can meet the needs of any well-equipped wilderness hunter. 

The Fieldline Montana 2-in-1 daypack boasts a spacious 2,300 cubic inches of compartmentalized capacity and  

can easily transport your larger items and important gear such as binoculars, extra clothes, rangefinders, maps  

and more.  Two large side accessory pockets provide hunters with additional organization and immediate access  

to important smaller items like calls, scents, GPS units, cell phones and radios.  Plus, this durable pack will  

help keep you hydrated under the midday sun as its essential hydration system (bladder sold separately) is  

conveniently within arm’s reach.  The pack also comes equipped with Fieldline’s exclusive Buddy Lok™ Modular  

Locking System — allowing for easy attachment of a variety of small, optional Fieldline accessory pouches  
specially designed for use with this system. 

The pack’s integrated detachable waist pack measures a roomy 21” X 12” X 5.75” and includes three small  

accessory pockets for better organization and easy access.  It can be used separately or in tandem with the  

daypack, providing the versatility needed for any hunt, and any hunter.  Both packs feature heavy-duty storm  
zippers that are easy to operate (even with heavy gloves) and keep cargo clean and dry.   

This Fieldline Montana 2-in-1 pack is as comfortable as it is functional.  Deluxe articulated padded shoulder straps  

provide comfort and freedom of movement, while quick-release side buckles make it easy to get the pack on and  

off.  A sliding sternum strap system provides additional support for heavy loads and allows each hunter to adjust  

the pack to his/her torso shape.  Adding to the comfort and convenience of this pack are a padded waist belt,  
high-density foam padded back and a cushioned, padded carrying handle. 

Made from heavy-duty water resistant fabric, the Fieldline Montana 2-in-1 Pack is available in either  
Mossy Oak® Breakup® or Realtree® AP™ camouflage to help hunters blend into any environment.  
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For more information about the new Fieldline Montana 2-in-1 Pack, or the company’s wide range of specialized packs for 

hunting enthusiasts, contact Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90032 • Telephone: (800) 438-3353 • 
Or visit www.fieldline.com. 

Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 


